A question for you, '63.

Do you have some things you would like to share?

How about displaying them in Davison during our reunion? Bring books you have written, things you have edited, jewelry you have made, art objects that are portable, honors you have received, etc. We're sure your classmates would like to see what you have accomplished. We'll find a corner where things can be easily viewed.

We turned down the offer to have these things locked in a case in Main, as we thought that lacked our class's personal touch. Displaying in Davison is the alternative.

However, there's a catch. There will not be a guard stationed in Davison, so your items will not be secure. Davison is open to the public, and there may be visitors from other classes who want to see how the dorm was recently refurbished. This must be considered when bringing your items, so use your judgment. They can be locked in your room at Davison or off campus housing at night, but there will be no one watching these items when they are on display.

That being said, bring what you would be comfortable showing us.

Sunny and Judy